
i'KEY LINK . . . A. K. Thompson, manager of I lie Torranc-e Refinery of <!cner:il Petroleum nnd 
aul Sanders, refinery superintendent, stand over the spot where the pipes carrying hydrogen 

enter the ground for a 16 mile circuit to (1>». Hancock Chemical plant on Alamedii bou- 
vard. The round-trip pipeline Is part of a new insinuation, nt the local refinery which will 

lnate smog producing chemicals from smoke generated at the Torrnnee oil refinery.
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New Installation at G.P. 
Will Aid in Smog Battle
$600,000 
Spent at 
Refinery

FIRE WALL . . . Motorists pushing along Creusliaw boule 
vard have Been, this wall many limes almost hlililen behind 
a huge curtain of flame. Two small pilot fires (left and right) 
Ignite a mixture of gases and air shot through the holes' front 
pipes and jets on the other side. The large fires, which ran 
lie seen for many miles at night, were turned out to allow 
photographer to approach the fire. pit.
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A 12-year-old Torrnnee boy 
was "very sad" Friday when 
police Informed hini thai shoot 
ing birds in the park In front 
of (he high school is illegal,

He was even more sad when 
police confiscated his genuine 
"Red Ryder" Daisy ajr rifle.

The police were just tired as 
they added it to the accumulat 
ing stack Hiey call their usual 
"after Christmas crop."  
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By JACK O. BALDWIN
Of course Mark Twain could 

not have known almut a cur 
rent, plan of General Petro 
leum when he, wrote:

"Everybody talks about the 
weather, hut nobody does 
anything about It.''

Due to lie placed In opera 
tion at the local plant about 
the first of March Is a $601),- 
000 weather machine or more 
technically, u hydrogen sulfide 
absorption plant.

According to a recent article 
in "Doings In General," em 
ployee magazine of the local oil 
company, hydrogen sulfide is 
(he chemical on whose atomic 
shoulders much1 of the bli 
falls for causing the infamous 
Southland phenomenon- Smog.

Strangely enough, however 
according to the Stanford He- 
search Institute (SRI), the of 
fending chemical is found in 
Los Angeles' atmosphere in mi 
nute quanities- the same ratio 
that six nickels would be in a
pile of 10.000,000 pennies

Even this amount, says the 
SRI, is less than half as much 
sulfur dioxide as found in lc'd to bcl1 
the atmosphere over Chicago--

Ca
and Chicago 
smog!

"If all the sulfur dioxide," 
says the SRI, "were removed 
from the Los Angeles atmos 
phere, we would still have 
smog."

Reason for G. P.'s move to 
control the amount of sulfur 
dioxide the local refinery may 
be releasing inlo the Southland 
skies, is apparently a desire to 
"get off the hook" with the - 
public. A position, incidentally, to 
that the SKI says is not Jus- d 
tified.
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the SRI as "syncrgislle."
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Thomas A. Edison published 

the first, newspaper ever printed 
train.

SMOKELKSS . . . Still other equipment at the Torriince refinery used in the fight against 
smog am these smokeless burners. Many local cltl/enx have seen the Might" dancing on the low 
hanging night clouds us waste gases are Imrnnl under controlled conditions In this pit. The 
special equipment consumes certain types of gases so completely that there Is nothing left
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